Abstract: The exchange and reuse of the information have become a much more critical issue for the success of the project management in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. The appearance of Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides a potentially well-adopted solution to alleviate the pain of data exchange. Based on XML, this research proposes an XML-based Distributed Construction Estimating System (XDCES) to reduce the redundancy and overload of cost estimating information exchange. Thus, information can be inputted once and reused where and when necessary. In this way, although, the focus of XDCES is on the estimating task, its conclusions are generally applicable to other forms of information exchange. In addition, this research surveys several existing XML applications in the AEC industry and proposes a framework for the ongoing aecXML, a framework for using the XML standard for electronic communications in the AEC industry.
INTRODUCTION
In the Architecture, Engineering, Construction (AEC) industry, a construction project starts from planning, design, estimating, bidding, construction, operation, to maintenance and rehabilitation. During the life cycle of a construction project, voluminous paper-based engineering drawings are usually created along its delivery processes for exchanging and sharing engineering information among related parties.
In other words, the AEC industry is information intensive. It needs accurate, reliable, and timely information regarding legal requirements, building codes and standards, cost codes, engineering drawings, manufacturer's specifications, site-specific data, past projects, etc. Therefore, the exchange and reuse of the information have become a much more critical issue for the success of a project.
Processing and storing them in electronic forms would be the first step. However, the lack of information sharing between software applications used by different parties would create the islands of automation in the AEC industry [1] . After all, what is information to one user could just as easily be data to another [2] . Hence, not only a shared information system but also a collaborative environment is needed to complete a construction project effectively and efficiently.
An idea solution, such as Extensible Markup Language (XML), is to present a standard information exchange format to different software applications or systems in such a way that it can be processed intelligently. Thus systems that have incompatible formats can still exchange information.
Based on XML, the objective of this research is to design and implement an information sharing mechanism between participants in the stage of estimating during a construction project's life cycle. In doing so, an XML-based Distributed Estimating System (XDCES) has developed to alleviate the effort of information exchanging.
The goals of XDCES is to provided an Internetbased Web application System, using XML to provide an interface for promoting the sharing of cost information during the construction project life cycle, thus information to be input once and reused where and when necessary
THE EVOLUTION OF WEB DOCUMENTS

Introducing XML
XML, which went public in November 1996, was designed under the auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The goal of designing XML is to enhance some jobs that HTML isn't built to handle but that really need doing. HTML is not bad for displaying text. But as Mr. Bray said; "For automated Web Processing -enriching documents in a way that enables computer programs to do something more with them -what's need is XML." [3] Traditionally, a document was treated as a whole entity in which elements such as content, organization, and display are all merged into one unit. This idea still persists in most of today's WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) word processors (such as Microsoft Word).
HTML documents separate the information from the format (stylesheet) and the document structure. However, HTML is still not enough for exchanging information in a right way which has been discussed in the above section.
XML provides a new model for storing information entails a distinction between content, organization, and display [2] . By separating base elements of a document, more efficient and advanced manipulations on information can be performed. Breaking systems into simpler pieces, understanding and enhancing each of them, and then combining all of them for a better performance is almost what engineering is about. XML follows the same philosophy by extending it to the world of information exchange. Fig 1 illustrates Obtaining benefits from XML depends the acceptance it will gain. To achieve the big picture that many XML experts have drawn to us, providers of similar information must all agree on a common XML schema.
While many other industries are developing their domain specific XML schemas. In AEC industry, an aecXML Organization had announced a preliminary specification, aecXML Framework v0.87 [4] . The aecXML framework is designed for project and business-to-business communication for architecture, engineering, construction, and facility management (AEC+FM) transactions. [5] In aecXML organization, there are currently seven working groups under the aecXML domain committee. Each working group is led by the representative from different major AEC software venders and Application Service Providers(ASPs). Table 2 lists the names of each working group and its chairman. InStep Software
On the 2nd aecXML working meeting held on January13, 2000, aecXML announced to be adopted by IAI (International Alliance for Interoperability) which has been working on another AEC standard, IFC (industry Foundation Classes). These two standards, IFC and aecXML, will inevitably have some overlaps. But in fact, they are mutually related. The aecXML is designed for all the non-graphic data involved in the construction industries. On the other hand, the IFC was originally designed to model the 3D CAD information.
As Mr. Bhupinder Singh, a developer at Bentley System Inc., explained: "aecXML is for talking about things, not modeling them. We can use it to agree what 'door' means, but aecXML won't describe doors or model them."
During the writing of this research, the latest version of aecXML, v0.87, was published in September 1999 and version 1.0 is expected to be released in the 4th aecXML working meeting in early October 2000.
INDUSTRY CASES STUDY
Heterogeneous Database Synchronization
Very often, a single data source doesn't store all required information. Thus, the ability to gather data from multiple and/or incompatible data sources becomes more and more critical. The extensibility and flexibility of XML allow it to describe data contained in a wide variety of heterogeneous data source, from Web pages to data records.
The US General Services Administration (GSA), one of the largest building owners in the world, in cooperation with Bidcom, Inc., an Internet based construction management ASP, demonstrated a proof of concept project, eGate-AEC, that allows data exchange between remote systems using aecXML over the Internet. GSA can query and retrieve updates of projects hosted by Bidcom and make them available through its internal reporting system. This proof of concept project is to demonstrate the feasibility of exchanging information from remote systems using aecXML. Through eGate-AEC, GSA can get the most updated project information from Bidcom via Email, which contains the valid aecXML instance in the Email body. And then GSA saves the received XML instance into its internal database systems for further processing. Key features of eGate-AEC project including: [6] ♦
Data Exchange
While different systems are designed for different unique purposes, they still want to share some common information. XML makes it possible to create new architectures that provide enormous newly shared capabilities to a variety of applications. A good example of that is the XML Seamless Logons Project, which is upon and running between Bidcom Inc. and PurchasePro Inc., one of the major businessto-business (B2B) service companies in US.
Seamless Logons project was designed to allow PurchasePro's clients, such as Bidcom Inc., to store their user information on their internal web site and exchange the user information to the PurchasePro system without the user having to re-enter in another set of login name and password. The data exchanged between them is formatted in XML. The following items can occur when PurchasePro receives the XML data from the Clients Hosts [7] . ♦ A new User will be added to the PurchasePro.com system ♦ A current User will be logged into the PurchasePro.com system ♦ A current User's profile will be updated on the PurchasePro.com system
XML-based Project Management System
One of the on-line construction management services provided by Bidcom Inc. is called Project Management Service, which includes a full set of workflow processes that streamline the management of the information flow across the construction project life cycle.
The key technology of separating workflow process and the business data is applying different XSL style sheets on the same XML document. That enable the underneath workflow engine to attach appropriate "read-only" or "read/write" rules to each workflow document, ensuring data integrity and security. An example of the workflow diagram for requests for information (RFIs) is shown in Figure  2 [8] . Figure 2 . Business Process Management for RFIs [7] 4. XDCES
Computer Applications in Construction Estimating
Computers and the network are very helpful in preparing the cost estimates used by construction managers, general contractors, and subcontractors. The area at which they best apply include six stages; (1) Project location and tracking, (2) Collection of cost and productivity data, (3) Quantity take-off, (4) Establishment of work methods and productivity rates, (5) Estimation of direct and indirect costs, (6) Compilation, analysis, and bidding [9] .
Architecture of XDCES
The construction information flow during the project life cycle can be divided into the vertical information flow and the horizontal information flow. The information input into and generated from the estimating phase stands on the vertical information flow. Meanwhile, the information interchanged among parties that involved in the estimating stage stands on the horizontal information flow. Thus, a potentially well-adopted common data format, such as XML, can be an ideal lubricant to smooth both processes.
In this research, based on the XML, a conceptual XML-based Distributed Construction Estimating System (XDCES) is created and introduced. In XDCES, four kinds of different parties, including the construction cost related information provider, the AEC DTDs provider, the client, and the contractor are involved.
In XDCES, any server can work for a client or collaborate with other servers. The XML document is used to deliver and interchange the data between servers. Thus a server can immediately understand the structure of the data that it is receiving and can deal with it accordingly.
For the information flow between the server and client, once the server either stores the results from other servers or generate the query result from the database in XML format, then, by associating the document with the appropriate stylesheet (CSS, XSL, or HTML), the server sends back the formatted information (Web page) to the client. Figure 3 shows the architecture of XDCES and illustrates the information flow between parties of it. Several screen shots for a case study of XDCES are shown Figure 5 in the end of this paper. 
CONCLUSION
The appearance of XML provides a potential universally accepted data format for exchanging information. The AEC industry, particularly, can benefit from it. Not only are current data exchange and reuse practices inefficient, but also a huge amount of redundant resources and works are dealing with these problems.
In this research, the XDCES has been proposed to promote the efficiency and accuracy of sharing cost estimating information and keeping the information consistent. Although, the focus of XDCES is on the estimating task, the conclusion of it is generally applicable to other forms of information exchange in AEC industry. The benefits and characteristics of XDCES are summarized below:
♦ Real time and reusable cost information ♦ Flexible web application ♦ Client-side data manipulation
RECOMMENDATION
In XDCES, the importance of sharing information under a standard DTD has been proven. Therefore, a set of XML schemas that specify the terminology, grammar and layout of business messages that contain AEC-specific content is highly demanded. Auspiciously, an effort of creating aecXML framework is keeping going forward.
Since it is impossible to define a complete data model containing all information used in AEC industry. The scope of aecXML should compromise to contain enough elements and attributes for exchanging information between different participants during the construction life cycle. Second, in stead of putting all the elements and attributes in the same XML schema file, such as the current version of aecXML v0.87, aecXML needs an overall framework which defines the data to be exchanged between AEC participants, the processes ruling the exchange of that data, and the implementation guideline.
A proposed architecture of the aecXML Framework is described as following which features several components, including aecXML Foundation Schemas, AEC Interface Process Schemas, and the aecXML Implementation Framework.
aecXML Foundation Schemas
The aecXML Foundation Schemas are sets of schemas built on the aecXML Common Objects. Common Objects may be resources such as projects, documents, materials, parts, organizations, professionals, or activities such as proposals, design, estimating, scheduling and construction. Each of the aecXML Foundation Schemas is intended to be used as an XML namespace and to facilitate information exchange of AEC data on the Internet.
The aecXML Foundation Schemas are expected to be as completed as possible in the coming aecXML v1.0 release. Thus, in the first round of implementations based on aecXML, AEC software vendors and Application Services Providers could just ensure that software by the aecXML companies can receive aecXML-schema based XML data files and knows how to interpret them.
AEC Interface Process Schemas (AEC IPS)
Fundamental to AEC IPS is the exchange of business data between AEC participants during the project life cycle. AEC IPS are also a sets of schemas which include the query, the business transaction, and the communication messages. Those of above require (1) define 'as-is' use cases and (2) define 'business processes'. In addition, AEC IPS should comprise both human-readable and machine-readable using the sets of elements and attributes defined in the aecXML foundation schemas.
aecXML Implementation Framework
The aecXML implementation framework is a guideline to enable AEC participants and solution providers to create networked applications that can execute these electronic business processes by communicating according to strictly defined protocols, which can be those had been well-defined in RosettaNet [11] , or Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [12] [13] , or anything has been well-adopted. 
